Bringing You the Best of Both Worlds in Data Privacy

Enhance Your Knowledge of Data Privacy

Data protection authorities around the globe are enforcing regulations that mandate how data can be captured, stored and used. This makes professionals with dual literacy in both privacy and technology essential to ensuring operations meet privacy goals and mitigate risks.

The IEEE | IAPP Data Privacy Engineering Collection

- **Delivers** the leading IAPP CIPT training and certification alongside cutting edge IEEE course content, critical IEEE standards, and more resources for privacy professionals.
- **Applies** strategies, policies, processes, and techniques to manage cybersecurity risks.
- **Enables** prudent data use for business purposes.


For a custom quote, contact an IEEE Sales Representative at data-privacy@ieee.org
IEEE has partnered with the International Association of Privacy Professionals (IAPP)—a not-for-profit association with a mission to define, support and improve the privacy profession globally—on the IEEE • IAPP Data Privacy Engineering Collection.

The IEEE • IAPP Data Privacy Engineering Collection features:

- 7 Online learning courses based on the IAPP Certified Information Privacy Technologist (CIPT) training and certification body of knowledge, including the CIPT certification exam
- 15 Online learning courses from IEEE on related Artificial Intelligence topics
- 25 IEEE Standards critical to interoperability in data privacy
- IAPP CPE credit* and IEEE CEUs/PDHs
- IAPP individual membership per person

About the CIPT Certification Program

The Certified Information Privacy Technologist (CIPT) certification program is the leading credential that validates a deep understanding of privacy in technology and enables technology and data professionals to apply learnings immediately to daily workflows.

Successful completion of the certification exam will:

- **Deliver** the ANSI/ISO-accredited Certified Information Privacy Technologist (CIPT) credential.
- **Confirm** that a technologist has the practical knowledge to apply privacy and data protection practices in the development, engineering, deployment or auditing of products and services within their organization.


For a custom quote, contact an IEEE Sales Representative at data-privacy@ieee.org

*IAPP CPE credits are only available to candidates who already hold one or more IAPP certifications.